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Product Development: 

Victoria’s Secret is “Pink” 

As a female, I have never felt uncomfortable making a purchase at Victoria’s Secret. 

However, the feminine, inviting atmosphere and female clientele that is now the essence of the 

lingerie store is not how the franchise was originally imagined. A man named Roy Raymond 

ventured out to buy his wife lingerie, an innocent romantic gesture, but he felt that he had been 

judged by the department store workers. Roy Raymond decided that buying women’s lingerie no 

longer needed to feel uncomfortable for men. Raymond set out to open a women’s lingerie 

boutique that was made for men shopping for women. The original store had a victorian boudoir 

theme; dark wood, silk, and oriental rugs...giving off a very Victorian era vibe. Raymond’s goal 

was to make the lingerie buying experience less shameful for men, and to make sexy lingerie be 

an everyday item, not just to be worn on special occasions. His goal was met. Raymond made 

$500,000 in just his first year (Barr par. 1). Yet, this success was not long lived. Raymond’s 

genius idea was going bankrupt and a man named Leslie Wexner figured out why. Wexner, 

entrepreneur and owner of the Limited  franchise, bought the store and transformed it into what it 

is today.  

Thanks to Leslie Wexner, a victorian boudoir lingerie boutique targeted at men is not 

how  Victoria’s Secret is seen today . Wexner realized the boutique’s flaw...while the product 

was made for women, the store was only inviting for men. In order to open up to a whole other 

sector of the market, Wexner recreated the franchise’s image. The store was redecorated; no 
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more dark wood and oriental rugs, but light wood, pink tones, and feminine decorations and 

touches. By 1995, the company (which Wexner bought for $1 million) was out of debt and worth 

$1.9 billion (Barr par. 12). Victoria’s Secret had gone from a boutique that made men feel 

comfortable to buy lingerie, to making sexy lingerie more commonplace, to finally appealing to 

women while still keeping men interested and buying out of  their catalogues. Men and women 

are no longer embarrassed to buy “unmentionables” and the lingerie empire of Victoria’s Secret 

has grown and developed exponentially since gaining the female clientele.  

 

The franchise not only appeals to mature women, but has now branched out to teenagers. 

The company contrived the brand Pink  for the younger generation of females. The Pink  products 

are more colorful and cutesy, rather than the mature, intimate Victoria’s Secret products. The 

line features cute sayings on their lingerie as well as tee shirts, sweats, leggings, accessories, 

makeup, and fragrances. This line is targeted at teenage/college females, expanding their 

customer base and their products vastly. Appealing to the younger crowd of females not only 

creates a new market, but recruits a loyal customer base for the more mature Victoria’s Secret 

line as that new younger crowd grows up. They are creating  future customers by drawing in Pink 

clientele. With this expansion, the franchise has even been able to open independent Pink 

boutiques, separate from the main Victoria’s Secret shops. The brand has done way more than 

just make lingerie shopping commonplace. They have created products in almost every retail 

category, and have created a line of products (Pink)  with such a great customer base that the line 
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has it’s own separate, self-sustaining stores.  Now, Raymond’s idea has transformed into a retail 

empire reaching husbands, boyfriends, wives, mothers, daughters, and girlfriends. 

Over the years Wexner and others have taken Roy Raymond’s concept and perfected it. 

Even though they have found the success formula that works, the franchise continually adds new 

aspects to their brand. Another genius idea of the VS board: make sports gear more appealing to 

girls. Pink  now has a line of NFL and MBA featured clothing and accessories which has become 

very successful with the college girl crowd. The brand loyalty has become so prevalent in our 

society, a vast amount of customers are not even shopping for just underwear, they are shopping 

for the brand. Pink even has an app where customers can join the “Pink Nation” fan base, vote on 

polls, get exclusive offers, earn rewards, and even check the weather. The app is another way the 

franchise reaches out to the younger crowd, builds customer and brand loyalty, and promotes 

products. Today, the biggest event for Victoria’s Secret is their fashion show. America’s hottest 

models, the “Victoria’s Secret Angels”, show off all the store’s new collections in a massive 

televised runway show. At these shows there are usually famous bands/singers performing and 

fans get to see what products are going to be released (and most importantly, find out what to 

look forward to on Black Friday). Branching out and developing Pink was the beginning of a 

whole new level of success for their retail empire.  

The Pink  line’s success keeps growing and growing, and as the company spends time and 

money expanding Pink, Victoria’s Secret’s empire grows with aging Pink buyers.The brand has 

completely evolved from the victorian boudoir lingerie shop that it started out as. Nowadays, one 

could buy shoes, perfume, pajamas, a bed comforter, and a phone case in the store, spend over 
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$300, and not walk out with one piece of lingerie. Raymond can be credited for taking out any 

ugliness or awkwardness involved in shopping for lingerie, and Wexner can be credited for 

changing the look of the store and opening up the market more to women and teenagers. The 

Victoria’s Secret executives today have taken Wexner’s success formula and ran with it, from 

sexy lingerie, to Pink   NBA jerseys, to perfume, to water bottles and phone cases. Roy 

Raymond’s idea has now developed into one of the biggest retail lines for millennial females as 

well as older generations.  Pink is one prime example of successful (and unintentional for 

Raymond) product development .  
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